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The global electronic drumming e-zine



Thaler

shifts the

paradigm

Pearl/SSD collab Rusty Apper



DrumsLive app



GEN16 ACOUSTIC ELECTRIC SYSTEM



EXPAND YOUR SONIC



POSSIBILITIES

©2016 Avedis Zildjian Company



“The Gen16 is like having more

fun colors in your crayon box.

And they don’t bother my

ears, the neighbors, or anyone

is my house!”

- MIKE MANGINI



“I’m now able to apply

DSP and EFX to just one

cymbal. This has never

before been an option.”

- RUSS MILLER



“Adding Gen16 to my acoustic

drum setup has given me access

to new and creative sounds.”

- LARNELL LEWIS



“With all of the electronics I use, it’s

great to be able to process from

a direct source for new textures.”

- ANDY GANGADEEN



Gen16 is a true hybrid system, blending acoustic with electric. It contains

Buffed Bronze cymbals, Direct Source Pickups and the powerful Digital

Cymbal Processor. Discover a whole new world of cymbal sounds with the

Zildjian Gen16 System.

#NEXTGENSOUNDS
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Support digitalDrummer



If you like what you’re reading,

please make a donation.



Copyright or wrong:



Forget the legalese and just

play fair! We work hard to

produce digitalDrummer.

Please respect that and don’t

rip off our content. In this age

of electronic publishing, it’s

obviously tempting to “borrow”

other people’s work, and we

are happy to share our stuff —

but please ask first and be

sure to include a link back to

our website on anything

published elsewhere.



THIS MONTH’S FEATURED artist, Ron Thaler, is a real eyeopener – or maybe that should be ear-opener.



I have interviewed a lot of musicians in my time, but few can

match Ron’s intellect, eloquence or sheer passion. And many

drummers won’t even recognise the name, even though he

has played with some of the biggest artists around and picked

up some very prestigious awards and accolades.



For Ron, electronic drumming is not just beating on pads or

attaching triggers. He sees electronics as a way of making the

inorganic organic and you can read his views on page 24.

Ron’s unique approach is well-timed, as much of this month’s

content is somewhat different to what you’d expect in a music

magazine.



We have an in-depth look at latency and e-drumming, including

the most comprehensive comparison of the latency

performance of the major modules. Drummer Jon Atkinson

puts it all into perspective, discussing how latency impacts on

performance.

They say it’s the little things that count, and we test that

theory in an article on model e-drum kits. Around the world, a

handful of craftsmen are making miniature replicas of e-kits

and we show off some examples of their work.



And from the small to the big: I managed to drop in on one of

Europe’s biggest e-drum retailers, drum-tec, on a recent visit

to Germany. They run a very impressive operation, not only

manufacturing their own gear, but also selling a range of edrum gear. Few people may know it, but drum-tec is one of the

largest Roland retailers in Europe.

On the gear front, we have a broad array of reviews and

information, including a preview of the new kit from Pearl and

Steven Slate Drums, due to ship in the first quarter of next

year.



Readers will also see a mention in this edition of EPIC

(Electronic Percussion Industry Council). This collaboration

between e-drum manufacturers came about after a meeting

of some of the bigger players at NAMM at the beginning of

the year. The original idea came from Dave Levine, the

marketing manager for Simmons when it first arrived in the

States and someone who has worked in percussion marketing

for many years. I am proud to have been working with Dave on

this initiative to raise the profile of e-drums globally, and we

already have a few successes under our belt. If we missed any

suppliers, please contact us via the e-drums.org website.

I hope you enjoy this edition and look forward to your feedback.



editor@digitaldrummermag.com
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GEAR



Latency explained



Modules and interfaces claim low latency, but what does

that mean? Jonathan Atkinson looks at the effects of

latency in the real world.



Slate and Pearl sync with module



Hot on the heels of the aD5 and the anticipated Alesis

Strike module, Steven Slate Drums and Pearl announced

a new drum brain at Summer NAMM. digitalDrummer

looks at what’s been revealed so far.



A bigger KAT in the family



KAT Percussion’s latest offering moves it into a new

market segment. Scott Holder tested the KT4 kit, a more

advanced offering from the company.



drum-tec raises the tempo



There’s no rest for the world’s biggest specialist

integrated e-drum retailer, as Allan Leibowitz found on a

recent visit to Germany.



A little something



Sometimes, it’s not enough to own a kit. You just have to

have a miniature version as well, as digitalDrummer

discovered.



Profile



Ron Thaler



For record producer, recording artist, drummer, composer,

arranger, multi-instrumentalist and musical director Ron

Thaler, electronics add an essential dimension to

percussion.

.



www.digitaldrummermag.com
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PERFORMANCE



How I use e-drums



Singer, composer and actor Rusty Apper finds many

advantages in electronic drums



SOFTWARE



Ableton able to link



With iOS devices and apps increasingly used in recording,

Tobi Hunke looks at the role increasingly played by

Ableton’s LINK.



Taming the SPD-SX



A new tool helps SPD-SX owners master their multipad,

and Steve Monti put it to the test.



VST



Drumdrops Vintage Folk Rock Kit



Drumdrops has developed a new engine for Kontakt,

breathing new life into its drum VSTs.



Software updates



There have been a few recent updates to firmware and

software for modules.



IOS-DRUMMING



DrumsLive has plenty of grunt



An iOS app proves that the iPad can be a serious

drumming instrument, as Allan Leibowitz found.



Turning pages, simply



IK Multimedia’s iOS offerings have been expanded with the

addition of a compact Bluetooth page turner, which

digitalDrummer put to the test.



MONSTER



My Monster Kit



This month, we check out the kit assembled by Oliver

Perdue in Littleton, Colorado, USA.



ws ... Get the latest e-drum news at www.digitaldrummermag.com/news ... G
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--Gear--



L...atency

explained

Modules and interfaces claim low latency, but

what does that mean? Jonathan Atkinson looks

at the effects of latency in the real world.
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LATENCY IS ONE of the ‘new’ problems in

modern recording and playback, and is

something which particularly affects drummers.



In its simplest form, we are simply talking

about a delay: the delay between an action

and the resulting sound being produced or

heard. For this article, we’re looking specifically

at the delay between the impact on a pad and

the triggering of the sample.

Let’s use the example of a real room, with a

real set of drums and a live band around us. In

this instance, we experience delay in the

amount of time various sound sources take to

reach us - the time taken for the bass guitar

sound to arrive from the bass amp across the

room or from the kick drum beater hitting the

drum to the sound reaching our ears, etc.

Usually, of course, in a real world setting of

drums and amps in a room, delay isn’t an

issue. Our amazing brain processes the

information coming to us, and sorts it into

something which makes sense. You don’t

worry about the bass guitar being delayed to

your ears, but it is. The speed of sound is

around 340 m/s, which means if the bass cab

is say 4 m away, then it’s taking roughly 12 ms

for the sound to reach your ears (sound

travelling at approximately 3 ms per metre).

We don’t perceive this as a problem, and

indeed it isn’t really. Our brain just

compensates. However, there are times when

our brain can struggle to process the

information it’s receiving.



The first time I played at Wembley, soundcheck

was an absolute disaster! If you’ve not been in

the arena, it’s basically a very large concrete

box, with a suspended floor and a ceiling which

is also a large freeresonating sheet of

concrete. It’s

effectively a concrete

drum.

When there is no

audience in the room

(as is the case at

soundcheck), the

sound is free to

bounce around,

without much

absorption.



Now, usually rooms

with long reverbs

aren’t much of a

problem. If you’ve ever

been in a large
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cathedral with a very long reverb time, you’ll

know that you get a long wash of decay after

an initial sound is created. Sonically, it’s quite

messy if you’re playing drums!



At Wembley though, what you get when on

stage is a very strong single slapback delay of

around a second which, when the PA is turned

up to gig level, is actually louder than most

monitoring on stage.



You hit the kick drum, and it feels like you don’t

hear anything for a second. Chaos! (and thank

goodness for in-ear monitoring nowadays!)



The problem our brain has is when the delayed

sound (in this case, the sound of the drum

coming back through the PA) seems louder

than the dry drum sound that we should hear

at the point of impact.

How does this apply to us as electronic

drummers?



Clearly, the issue here is that we usually don’t

hear an initial transient. The sound of the stick

or beater impact is minimal in comparison to

the sound of the sample (or whatever) being

triggered, and if you are listening on

headphones or in-ear monitors, then you will

quite possibly not hear the stick impact at all.



Does this matter? Well, yes and no. The key

here is obviously the actual length of delay, but

also the consistency of the delay time.



I’m going to stick my neck out here and make a

guess about the point at which delay becomes

an issue. For me, I think it’s somewhere

around 15-20 ms.



This also happens to be roughly half the Haas

Effect time, which is where we get into

psychoacoustics: the Haas Effect is where the

brain perceives two

identical sounds delayed

against one another as

being ‘widened’ in the

stereo field, and the Haas

value is roughly 35-40 ms.

Any more than that and the

brain perceives the delay as

exactly that. A delay.

This figure of 15-20 ms is

purely based on my own

experience, and others

might find they experience

issues differently.



If I’m playing an electronic

drums rig, particularly if I’m

playing a VST like Superior

Drummer or Kontakt, then
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with my rig I can usually cope with a sample

buffer of 256 at 44.1 kHz.



I reckon that gives a delay of roughly 15 ms in

total, which would be made up of:

 Approximately 5 ms for my trigger to MIDI

interface to convert my pad strike to MIDI;



 Around 5-6 ms for the computer to convert

that MIDI signal to play back a sample (if at

256 samples per buffer at 44.1 kHz); and

 Around 5 ms for the sound card to convert

the digital signal to audio.



Much more delay than that and it becomes a

problem. If I reduce that delay (by increasing

the sample rate to 96 kHz for example, or

reducing the buffer size), then there might be a

slight improvement in the ‘snappiness’ of the

feel of the kit.

On my Mainstage rig on stage with Howard

Jones, I usually run at 128 samples at 44.1

kHz, which is a perfect balance between

minimal latency and minimal CPU usage. Total

latency is around 10 ms in that particular setup.

So, on to my second point, about consistency

of delay.



In our ‘real world’ example of a band playing in

a room, we see that our brain very cleverly

copes with small delays, and we don’t perceive

them as problematic. However, I can say from

personal experience that consistency of delay

is absolutely vital when it comes to electronic

drums.

In my live set-up with Howard Jones, I play a

different set of samples for each song, which

are all the actual sounds lifted from the original

2” recording tape. As with many drum sounds

created with drum machines in the ‘80s, each

sound has wildly differing attack

characteristics. This clearly can cause

playability issues in some cases.



The perfect example would be two of Howard’s

songs, ‘New Song’ and ‘Things Can Only Get

Better’, which are quite often next to each

other in the set.

'New Song' has a pretty thin kick sound with a

fast attack, and a snare sound which is a bit

like a slow attack 808 snare.

'Things Can Only Get Better' has a kick with

quite a slow attack, and a snare which has a

bit more bite.



Switching between these two sets of samples

on the gig is a constant reminder of how clever
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Latency rankings



ddrum4 SE* 2.5 ms

Roland TD-30 3 ms

ATV aD5

4 ms

Roland TM-2 4 ms

Roland TD-12* 4 ms

2box

5 ms

DTX 700

6 ms

Roland TD-6V 6 ms

NFUZD**

7 ms

RedBox

9 ms

SampleRack 9 ms

DTX 502

12 ms

DMdock

52 ms

How we measured:



A trigger pad output was split and

connected to an audio interface and

the test module. The output of the

module was also connected to the

interface and the response analysed.

The delay between the direct signal

and the processed signal was

measured as latency.

* Based on 2010 test results



**For NFUZD, the direct signal was obtained

using a piezo mounted directly to the head.

www.digitaldrummermag.com
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our brains can be, as I’ve never had too much

of a problem making both kits feel in time (at

least, I hope that’s the case!). My brain seems

to just hear a slow attack, and I play the pad

earlier, and the reverse seems to happen with

a sound with lots of ‘front’ on it. Ok, so the

difference in attack times between the very

slowest or very quickest speaking samples is

fairly small (in the region of around 4 ms), but

even so, playing a consistent groove isn’t too

much of a difficulty.



As a huge generalisation, I’ve found that pretty

much every drum module I’ve played,

irrespective of how quickly it might respond, is

pretty consistent in its playback delay of its

internal sounds. I guess this is because that’s

its purpose. It’s doing the job for which it was

designed, and you’d expect it to do that well

enough. When you get into triggering from

VSTs, there can be several different links in the

chain, all of which can cause latency, not all of

them consistently.

Just as a side note, real world behaviour of

audio interfaces is often not as good as one

might expect. I had an album session a couple

of years back where I was using Superior

Drummer and a Roland TD-20 at a friend’s



studio. He had just taken delivery of some new

audio interfaces which were brand new to the

market. We lost two days of tracking trying to

get to the bottom of the latency whilst

recording the drums. In the end, it turned out

that the audio interface driver was adding

roughly 30 ms of delay. Crazy, and impossible

to use! That’s caused by poor programming

from the interface manufacturer. Worth sticking

with tried and tested manufacturers is the

lesson learned there!

My own current rigs, with either my DTX900

and Mac Pro with Apogee converters and a

little dedicated M-Audio MIDI interface in the

studio at home, or on the road with my

TrapKAT, Macbook Air, MOTU interface and

the same M-Audio MIDI interface, seem very

snappy to play.



Over the last few years, there have been

improvements in the processing power,

availability of RAM (more is always better,

quicker is always better) and also CPU speed

which mean that the bottlenecks of old which

used to create issues for drummers are now

pretty much a thing of the past.
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